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Abstract. Medical guidelines for patient treatment furnish
a major knowledge resource for any hospital operation. The
question arises of how to capture know-how about patient
treatment and how to support clinical personal in the utiliza-
tion of this know-how, i.e. how to offer guidance to physicians
in the process of patient care and treatment. In this paper,
we will report on the use of process management concepts for
the support of specific medical processes.

1 Introduction

Clinical practice guidelines are ”systematically developed
statements to assist practitioner and patient decisions
about appropriate health care for specific clinical circum-
stances.” (Field/Lohr, Institute of Medicine, 1990). An in-
creasing number of more than 5000 official guidelines al-
ready exist, promoted by organisations around the world:
Internet portals such as http://www.guidelines.gov and
http://www.leinlinien.de offer access to guidelines reposito-
ries, mainly in plain text format (Microsoft Word or PDF).

Problems arise, when guidelines should be applied to a spe-
cific patient: one has to be aware of its existence, it has to be
accepted, learned, adapted, executed and controlled. Guide-
line execution must not be additional work on top of an al-
ready intervention-laden patient visit [1]; instead, it should
be supportive and unobtrusive.

The objectives of the research project Online Guideline As-
sist (OLGA) is to support in the selection and execution of
guidelines and Stadard Operating Procedures (SOP) by pro-
cess management and decision support services. In the course
of the project we will study options to implement computer-
ized guideline execution on top of enterprise-strength work-
flow engines, seamless integration into existing patient man-
agement systems as well as working processes on a ward, and
user interaction issues for informing and alerting.

Based on a review of prevailing process management ap-
proaches for the medical sector, we are proposing an architec-
ture for an integrated patient data and process management
system. While building upon well established standards for
information exchange in the medical sector, we are present-
ing a novel approach for process capture and process support
amid execution.
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2 Computerized Clinical Guidelines

Quite a number of methods have been developed during the
last decade to support the computerisation of guidelines [2].
These vary from XML base document formats over rule-based
decision support systems to workflow-like execution systems
(see http://www.openclinical.org for a comprehensive list).

The intention in which a guideline modelling system has
been developed very much influences the scope of the model:
support for different types of guidelines, different modes of
use, adaptation of guidelines for local use, integration with in-
stitutional systems, revision tracking, and managing complex-
ity. Hence, different representation formalisms and computa-
tional techniques such as rule-based, logic-based, networked-
based and workflow-like are used and each system puts a spe-
cific emphasize only on certain aspects such as specification
of intentions, chronic diseases or formal languages [3].

Despite all differences in scope and computational models,
all approaches model the care delivery as a process, a chain
of activities over time, decisions and condition states. Ultima-
tively, these process models shall be automatically executable
by execution engines, of which some are already available.
However, existing execution engines are mainly proprietary
developments by the authors of the models, none of the guide-
line systems except GUIDE [4] has been built on top of en-
terprise workflow standards or tools.

The authors of GLIF have investigated an approach of
Guideline Execution by Semantic Decomposition of Represen-
tation (GESDOR) [5]: while developing a common standard
for guideline modelling seems to be impractical, the various
models share common tasks and elements on an implementa-
tion level in an execution engine. By mapping these primitive
tasks - such as data collection, decision making, branching,
and synchronization as well as auxiliary tasks such as cri-
terion evaluation and event management - GLIF and PRO-
forma models have been successfully executed by the GES-
DOR engine. Ultimately, according to the authors of GES-
DOR, it could become a universal execution engine for guide-
line models[5].

While GESDOR is a generalization from concrete guideline
execution engines, it is still not based on or compatible with
industrial workflow engines and the question whether these
generalized tasks can be mapped to workflow standards like
XPDL or BPEL remains open.

3 Knowledge Representation in GLIF

The Guideline Interchange Format GLIF has been first pub-
lished in 1998 by a joint effort of groups at Columbia, Stan-
ford, and Harvard (”Intermed Collaboratory”) [3]. We will



Table 1. Workflow patterns as supported by GLIF in comparison with workflow standards (XPDL, BPEL) and workflow engines
(jBPM/JPL, OpenWFE/WFE)

pattern GLIF XPDL BPEL JPDL WFE

Sequence + + + + +
Parallel Split + + + + +
Synchronization + + + + +
Exclusive Choice +/- + + + +
Simple Merge +/- + + + +
Multi Choice + + + - +
Synchronizing Merge - + + - +
Multi Merge + - - - +
Discriminator - - - - +
N-out-of-M-join + - - + +
Arbitrary Cycles + + - + -
Implicit Termination + + + + +
MI without Synchronization +/- + + + -
MI with a Priori Design Time Knowledge +/- + + + +
MI with a Priori Runtime Knowledge +/- - - + +
MI without a Priori Runtime Knowledge +/- - - + +
Deferred Choice + - + + +
Interleaved Parallel Routing + - - + +
Milestone +/- - +/- + -
Cancel Activity +/- - + - -
Cancel Case - - + - -

aim at GLIF support in OLGA because of its generality, open-
ness, proof of concept and collaboration with HL7.

Specifying guidelines in GLIF happens on three layers of
abstraction: On the conceptual level, a guideline is drawn as
flowchart to graphically symbolize the generic chain of activ-
ities without having to concentrate on details. These details,
such as data definition, decision criteria and control flow are
specified on the computable level. The mapping of tasks and
data to any institutional system is represented on the imple-
mentable level.

In our project, two anaesthetists of an intensive care unit
(one of them with computer and modelling experience) have
modelled nine guidelines in GLIF using the default editor Pro-
tege. The guidelines comprise weaning, SIRS/Sepsis Therapy,
acute coronary syndrome and a scoring algorithm. The ex-
amples were chosen to cover most kinds of control structures,
interaction and data patterns.

Using the flowchart on the conceptual layer is perceived
very well among users as an intuitive graphical representation.
It can then be successively orchestrated by events, conditions
and decision rules. However, it is not easy to decide which
should go on either level. In our experience, users tend to
put as much as possible on the graphical level: e.g. decision
criteria are modelled as a chain of Decision Steps instead of
a single decision containing a set of rules. It is argued that
although the flowchart becomes more complex, the reasoning
about the algorithm as well as comprehension is felt to be
better.

Obviously, increasing experience will help in modelling.
However, the lack of specific GLIF support in the editor Pro-
tege is a major hindrance in user acceptance. Its generic view
on ontologies as classes, slots and instances makes editing
GLIF models complicated. Usually more than ten windows
are open when modelling a GLIF decision criterion; and be-

cause the arrows in the graphical widget and the correspond-
ing attributes in the model (next step, branches) are not syn-
chronized the model is left prone to constraint errors during
modelling.

Admittedly, Protege is a general-purpose ontology editor
and was not built for any specific GLIF editing. Some plugins
are available for the GLIF ontology such as the GraphWidget
(http://www.glif.org) and a validation tool for checking an
existing GLIF model against some integrity constraints [6].
However, there is no dedicated GLIF editor to the author’s
knowledge.

As a consequence, we decided to build an own editor for
OLGA guidelines focussed on the end user. While being in-
spired by GLIF, Protege and other workflow editors it will
allow us for more flexibility towards visualisation, simulation
and advanced modelling features not yet specified.

4 Workflow Support

Numerous standards such as XPDL, BPEL, or BPML
have been developed to specify business processes
(http://www.ebpml.org discusses some of them). A tremen-
dous number of commercial and open source tools are
available to implement and execute workflow models, each
with its own focus, strength and weaknesses. Yet, criteria for
classification of functional scopes are sparse.

Wil van der Aalst has published a prominent list of com-
mon workflow patterns [7, 8], comparing standards and tools
for business process and workflow management against their
support of these patterns (+: full support, +/-: can easily
be emulated, -: no support). We have observed all of the de-
scribed patterns in our example guidelines.

We compared the expressiveness of GLIF to implement
these workflow patterns. It revealed that GLIF does not sup-



port all of them, although it was not apparent when mod-
elling. E.g. ”Cancel Case” cannot be modelled directly, yet it
is quite common to cancel activities due to patient conditions.
Hence, modellers assume this pattern to be possible and most
workflow tools do allow for explicit termination of a process,
but by administration tools only and not within the process
model.

As an example, looking at the XML Process Definition Lan-
guage (XPDL) as promoted by the Workflow Management
Coalition WfMC [9] reveals that several patterns offered by
GLIF can not directly be mapped to XPDL. For example, In-
terleaved Routing means the execution of a number of activi-
ties in any sequence, but not in parallel (e.g. in examinations
where a patient cannot be in two places the same time). It is
directly supported by GLIF (Branch Step.any order), but is
not directly supported by XPDL.

Peleg et al. [6] have mapped instances of the GLIF ontology
to the reference model of the WfMC using Protege ontology
mapping rules. This model can be mapped further on Petri
Nets for verification of structural properties and studying the
system behaviour.

For further comparison of standards and tools we
have complemented the list of standards and tools by
larger open source workflow engines in Java such as
jBPM by JBoss (http://www.jbpm.org) and OpenWFE
(http://www.openwfe.org). Neither of these tools adheres to
standards already evaluated at [8] but are both interesting
candidates for implementation of the OLGA execution en-
gine.

We favour jBPM for use in our project, because of its flex-
ibility and extensibility. jBPM favours a similar, layered ap-
proach as GLIF: process models are designed graphically by
domain experts (nodes, transitions) and orchestrated by the
developer(events, actions). It uses a graph-programming ap-
proach to implement workflows specified in JPDL format. As
a framework it can easily be extended with new node and
transition types. The rather minimalistic approach allows im-
plementing other standards such as BPEL and XPDL on top
of jBPM. jBPM participates in the Java Specification Re-
quest JSR207 (process definition in Java) which is supported
by major companies.

5 Conclusion and Further Work

For supporting care providers in selecting and executing
guidelines, OLGA will provide tools and services integrated
into the existing patient data management infrastructure
based on industrial strength standards and tools from the pro-
cess management domain. An iterative, bottom-up approach
starting with simple guidelines implemented in the workflow
engine is applied to ensure operational guidelines for further
investigation of the requirements and impact of integrating
guidelines in daily routine.

The OLGA execution engine will be integrated into the in-
frastructure at a surgical intensive care unit (14 beds). Next
to each bed is a terminal running the patient data manage-
ment system (PDMS) ICUdata (IMESO GmbH, Httenberg)
which uses HL7 extensively for communication among clients
and the server [10]. The OLGA execution engine will filter
relevant HL7 messages and trigger activities in the guideline
repository. There will be no extra user interface of OLGA as

communication is through the patient record only.
The approach towards GLIF support on top of standard

workflow engines is promising. Even if commercial (or open
source) workflow engines and their process definition lan-
guages do not support all detected patterns, they can be ex-
tended programmatically with a domain specific layer on top.

Further work will systematically analyze and cluster the
process patterns and control structures that we will find. By
defining a set of criteria, guidelines can be better assessed to-
wards their ability to be automated. In addition, a repository
for the implementation of guidelines in clinical information
systems can be built.

A long term vision would be a virtual machine for executing
clinical guidelines, based on standard workflow tools enriched
by a domain specific layer including functions for data ma-
nipulation and decision making.
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